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Gatherings of Mobility and Immobility

Itinerant “Criminal Tribes” and Their Containment by the Salvation Army in Colonial South India

Saurabh Arora, SPRU, University of Sussex


Abstract

In retelling the history of “criminal tribe” settlements managed by the Salvation Army in Madras Presidency (colonial India) from 1911, I argue that neither the mobility–immobility relationship nor the compositional heterogeneity of (im)mobility practices can be adequately captured by relational dialecticism espoused by leading mobilities scholars. Rather than emerging as an opposition through dialectics, the relationship between (relative) mobility and containment may be characterized by overlapping hybridity and difference. This differential hybridity becomes apparent in two ways if mobility and containment are viewed as immanent gatherings of humans and nonhumans. First, the same entities may participate in gatherings of mobility and of containment, while producing different effects in each gathering. Here, nonhumans enter a gathering, and constitute (im)mobility practices, as actors that make history irreducibly differently from other actors that they may be entangled with. Second, modern technologies and amodern “institutions” may be indiscriminately drawn together in all gatherings.
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Introduction

During the last decade, the turn to mobility in the social sciences and humanities has made important contributions to understanding trans-local movement of people and commodities in and between modern societies. Building on the work of Zygmunt Bauman and of Deleuze and Guattari, among others, this interdisciplinary literature has shown that mobility of the elite capitalist entrepreneur, her commodities and technologies, and of the tramp and the vagabond must be viewed as essential elements in the rise of Western modernity. Thus, dwelling in modern Western societies and spaces must be thought of as a process in which the sociality and materiality of movement are central. In addition, it is argued that mobility studies must not privilege flow and movement over stasis and confinement, taking explicit cognizance of the complex relationship between mobility, its affordance by static moorings such as those provided by technologies and institutions of the bus station or the airport, and the surveillance and restriction of some mobilities.

This article aims to provide a new perspective on the relationship between mobility and immobility, as well as on the heterogeneous constitution of (im)mobility, not in Western modernization but rather in colonial modernity’s dealings with subjects it classified as “primitive,” “tribal,” and “criminal.” Building on theoretical insights from Science and Technology Studies, I argue that mobility and containment of any individual must be viewed as immanent gatherings composed of human and nonhuman actors that are irreducibly different from each other. Rather than treating nonhumans as “material” conditions that make mobility (of humans or nonhumans) possible, I attempt to demonstrate how nonhuman actors help co-constitute mobility and containment from within, differently from other human and nonhuman actors. Eventually, each gathering of mobility or of containment may be differently materialized, leading to an emergent multiplicity of gatherings. Furthermore, gatherings of mobility and containment are hybrid programs not only due to the tying
together of humans and nonhumans, but also because they draw together a wide range of entities that cannot be consigned to colonial modernity or anti-colonial resistance. This heterogeneity may produce some overlaps between the composition of gatherings of mobility and those of containment.

I begin with a brief overview of how the relationship between mobility and immobility is conceptualized in recent mobilities literature. This is followed by a discussion of the concepts I deploy and the narrative about the British colonial administration’s attempted sedentarization of nomadic and itinerant communities in south India by classifying them as “criminal tribes and castes.” By implementing the “Criminal Tribes Act,” originally of 1871 and applicable first only in parts of north India such as the Punjab and then in all parts of British India from 1911, the British attempted to form a group of compliant relatively sedentarized “criminal tribe” members. My focus is on the Act’s enactment in Madras Presidency since 1911.

**Mobility and Immobility**

The relationship between mobility and immobility has been conceptualized in three interlinked ways. First, mobility is considered as a critical resource in the era of globalization but access to mobility is argued to be unevenly distributed among different people. Thus, similar to the “digital divide,” the world we live in is characterized by a “mobility gap.” Moreover, the production of mobility for some may be accompanied by immobilization of others. Often the differential access to mobility reflects wider hierarchies that operate in societies on the basis of race, class, and gender.

Second, mobilities are always moored in and made possible by immobile institutions and infrastructures. For instance, border technologies such as iris scans for identification at an airport facilitate hyper-mobility for some while at the same time helping to immobilize
others (such as “unwanted immigrants”). In this way, unequal access to mobility, as discussed above, is shaped by infrastructural and technological moorings of mobility. These moorings may be viewed as material aspects of friction that always accompanies movement.\(^\text{12}\)

Third, as Deleuze and Guattari have pointed out,\(^\text{13}\) mobility of travelling people such as journeymen and nomads has been controlled and regulated by states. This regulation has materialized mobility regimes in which people are permitted to move through well-defined conduits and circuits.\(^\text{14}\) Here, politics of mobility do not necessarily arise out of social difference and inequality, exemplified by the co-production of mobility for some and (relative) immobility for others, but rather the same person’s mobility may be promoted on acceptable paths while confining her to those paths only. Such regulation of mobility makes it more appropriate to talk about containment rather than immobility in state-sponsored settlement programs.\(^\text{15}\)

All three points highlight that mobility and immobility, of the same people or of different social groups, are co-constituted. Some leading scholars in “new mobilities studies” treat this co-constitutive yet oppositional relationship between mobility and immobility (or moorings) as dialectical.\(^\text{16}\) This dialectical contradiction between mobility and immobility is argued to be productive of a range of phenomena including “social complexity,” “global restructuring,” “securitization of borders,” individual subjectivities, and indeed new mobilities. In studies forwarding this prolifically “productivist model” of the mobility/immobility dialectic,\(^\text{17}\) I did not encounter a theoretical discussion of what the authors mean by the term “dialectic.” This lack of interest in defining the dialectic is even true of studies that aim to “transcend and fold through” the “relational dialecticism of (im)mobility.”\(^\text{18}\)

Perhaps the most influential “dialectical paradigm” in the social sciences is Marx’s historical materialism.\(^\text{19}\) Generally built around oppositions between categories such as forces
and relations of production, nature and society, Marxian dialectic’s “binary logic” can become the “engine of history.” In some interpretations and extensions, for example in Harvey’s work, Marx’s dialectical materialism has lost much of its teleological power and unilinearity. In Harvey’s “relational dialecticism,” the dialectic unfolds in open-ended processes, flows, and relations, “where many trajectories are possible.” Such an emphasis implies that entities are constituted by others in socio-natural processes and that there are no prior contradictions or oppositions that remain stable. This relational process-based understanding of dialectics resonates closely with the mobility/moorings dialectic in much of mobility studies in which (im)mobilities are viewed as emergent outcomes. For example, Cresswell interprets the relationship between Deleuze and Guattari’s notions of smooth and striated spaces as one of “dialectic tension,” arguing that these spaces co-constitute each other in opposition, in cities where shantytowns (smooth) and “permanent” housing/infrastructure (striated) coexist while attempting to encroach upon each other. Further, the nomads move in smooth spaces, and may traverse into striated spaces, but are never “fully incorporated” into the latter.

Building on this work I study how actions by different humans and nonhumans produce smooth and striated spaces, and any oppositions between free movement and containment, (re)making any relatively (im)mobile social groups that may dwell in these spaces. In my account, nonhumans do not simply provide the material conditions that make mobility possible (as in the moorings proposed by Urry). Instead they constitute (im)mobilities, viewed as immanent gatherings of humans and nonhumans actors, from within. Accordingly, the (im)mobility of an individual person or object is a collective, a gathering that can “suddenly disband,” which requires its participants to “make it exist” and to “maintain its existence.” Following Latour, I conceptualize these gatherings as “programs of action.” The existence of a program of action may be accompanied with an
anti-program that tries to subvert the goals of (im)mobility aimed by the program of action. This relation between a program of immobility (or containment) and an anti-program of mobility is quite consistent with emergent “relational dialecticism,” albeit with one important difference. In retelling the history of colonial containment and of nomadic flight as programs of action, I attempt to add reality to the rendering of (im)mobility (a) by studying the making of (im)mobilities as collaborative composition of human and nonhuman actors that are irreducibly different from each other, \(^{27}\) and (b) by refusing to reduce the richness of socio-material existence to oppositional (dialectical) relations. This refusal permits me to situate the mobilities of “criminal tribes” as more than just anti-colonial responses to colonial domination. These hybrid mobilities drew together a wide range of resources, including “

**Programs of Action**

In order to appreciate the making and durability of social power, Latour has argued that we need to look beyond relations between humans alone by weaving nonhuman actors into a re-assembled social fabric. \(^{29}\) Nonhuman actors include concepts, classificatory categories, laws and (state and non-state) regulations, religious idols and texts, animals, lands, and technologies, or any combinations of these. They do not simply *transport* meanings and forces but rather they “*transform*, translate, distort, and modify the meaning or the elements they are supposed to carry.”\(^{30}\) A nonhuman’s inclusion in a program of action adds force to social relations in ways that are not reducible to effects produced by another (human or nonhuman) actor.\(^{31}\)

A program of action is initiated by a statement enunciated as a word, a sentence, an object, or an institution.\(^{32}\) A statement’s performative effect on the real world depends on its
successive “listeners or users.” In this way, the same statement can produce different consequences depending on how it affects later users and how these users adapt/deploy it. Any process dynamics and outcomes thus depend on specific transformations produced by different human and nonhuman actors that constitute programs of action.

A program of action becomes durable by enrolling, aligning, and maintaining a large number of participants. Some of these participants may in fact be persuaded to join by leaving an anti-program. Departure of a human or non-human participant leads to a reduced (anti-)program that is simply less real. Thus, according to Latour, we cannot talk about a program of action in dichotomous terms such as real or imagined, mobile or immobile, but rather only in terms of “variations of realization and de-realization” (of mobility and/or containment). In this sense then, (im)mobility is always becoming, relative to other more or less mobile things. This relativity however does not refer to different speeds of movement but rather to the differential assembly of specific human–nonhuman gatherings.

Two concepts are central to developing an understanding of programs of action: association and substitution. A statement becomes more real as it is associated with newer symbolic/material entities. Through these associations, an enunciator’s statement may be transformed from an initial “verbal utterance” to a chain of associations between different material entities. The “word ‘statement’ therefore refers not to linguistics, but to the gradient that carries us from words to things and from things to words.” At the same time, each new association ushers in a new program of action which replaces its previous counterpart. A new entity may be enrolled into a program due to opposition from an anti-program. However, it is not important to determine why a new entity is enrolled, but rather what specific effects it produces in the form of re-associations and successive substitutions of old programs of action by new ones, leading to multiple variations of realization (of mobility or containment).
Substitution also refers to the replacement of one set of associations of a human or nonhuman entity with another set.\(^{39}\) The gradual inclusion of new entities into a program of action substitutes some older associations of a participant with new ones. Such substitution, parallel association and dissociation, (re)constitutes a subject who is not simply a “master-of-himself,”\(^{40}\) but rather one that is acted upon by other associated humans and nonhumans. Thus, subjectivity here is fluid and relational, referring to what one becomes with associations received from other human and nonhuman entities.

**Statements**

The British colonial administration’s program of action to contain the open mobility of “criminal tribes” started out with a statement composed of categories and classifications, such as those based on caste and tribe, produced through scientific anthropological surveys and administrative censuses carried out or sponsored by the colonial state since the nineteenth century. This anthropological project was central to colonial governance and applied widely across British India.\(^{41}\) A part of this project directly targeted diverse communities of scattered and highly mobile people. The ultimate aim was to facilitate governmental control of colonial subjects, particularly those “unruly” nomadic subjects who refused to stay rooted in one place.\(^{42}\)

An intermediate goal was to form social groups that could be accurately described by the different classifications and sub-classifications of caste, tribe, location, occupation, and physical characteristics. Achieving this goal in practice, locating the so-classified itinerant castes and tribes, however, turned out to be difficult.\(^{43}\) And so to the original statement were added juridico-legal entities in the form of provisions of the Criminal Tribes Act (CTA) which were used to notify and then register many nomads and itinerant traders as “criminal castes and tribes.” To justify the nomads’ classification as criminal tribes, scientific
anthropology provided evidence for their systematic and collective criminality as a group.\textsuperscript{44} This outrageous classification was made more and more real by associating it with additional human and nonhuman entities. As a start, on the basis of the CTA, local government officials could record fingerprints of any registered members of a “criminal tribe,” and regulate/restrict their mobility by ordering them to report to local police stations every night.\textsuperscript{45}

When the CTA was introduced in Madras Presidency in 1911, its sections 12 and 13 enunciated that, if necessary, movements of any criminal tribe members should be restricted to a specified area or they should be sedentarized in a place of residence. As a last resort, “criminal” tribe (CT) members were to be interned in an industrial or agricultural “reformatory” settlement.\textsuperscript{46} Once interned, leaving a settlement for outside work or to visit family for a fixed number of days required CT members to apply for passes. Regulated mobility, acceptable to the colonial administrators, was thus permitted. Any non-compliance with the regulations was penalized. For instance, a failure to return to a settlement within the permitted leave period was treated as a criminal offence, similar to the offence of escaping from the settlement, a crime for which they could be arrested “without warrant.”\textsuperscript{47} The punishment for the first such offence was imprisonment for a maximum of six months or a substantial fine. Every subsequent conviction led to an increase in the duration of imprisonment and the amount of the fine to be paid. These “settle down and reform” provisions of the Criminal Tribes Act (CTA) acted as material-symbolic actors that modified the initial anthropological statement, substituting it with one composed of the CTA’s provisions, policemen, registrations/roll-calls, and anthropological classifications. All these human and nonhuman entities were meant to work together as steps toward containing the mobility of CT members. I focus on how the last of these steps, the (agricultural) “criminal settlement,” was enacted in practice.
Associations with specific entities in practice produced multiple “final” versions of the British program’s statement. This multiplicity resulted from differences among British government officers and settlement administrators in different districts; the diversity of peoples classified as CTs; and the differences between symbolic-material arrangements of individual settlements (such as the disciplinary regimen or land quality or type of industrial machinery). I have attempted to weave this emergent multiplicity of statements, and correspondingly of the programs, into the narrative about colonial containment in the following section.

The anti-program of the nomads and itinerant people was to stay mobile, by avoiding registration or escaping from the settlements, originally enunciated by the many institutions of nomadic mobility in south India. These were successively associated with new material elements required to escape colonial settlements and surveillance. Entities associated into their anti-program by different individuals could obviously be different. For example, some made use of a found bicycle to escape a region of strict surveillance while others used the train. In this way then, as in the case of programs of action, multiple “final” statements of anti-programs were arrived at. Such multiplicity of anti-programs is however not adequately accounted for in this article, largely due to limitations imposed by the primary (documents of the colonial government in Madras Presidency) and secondary sources used which do not provide detailed accounts of how the nomads managed to stay mobile.

**Containment**

Settlements for members of the so-called “criminal tribes” were run by the colonial administration in north India since the nineteenth century. Most of these government-run settlements had been largely unsuccessful in reaching the goal of sedentarization and penal reform. Some government-run settlements even had to be closed down due to large numbers
of absconders and high costs of supervision. The colonial government therefore decided to involve missionary organizations to administer some settlements. For instance, the Salvation Army (SA) took over the reins of its first criminal tribe settlement in Gorakhpur in 1908. In addition to introducing significant religious elements, the missionary organizations themselves acted as important participants of the British program of action because of their official independence from government administrators and police. They also brought on board the flexibility to adapt to their areas of operation by adopting local names and clothing, as well as their theoretical approaches to “criminology.” Both of the latter were salient characteristics of the SA in India, on which I focus. Its approach to criminology emphasizing reform of the “crims” by using a firm hand, religion, and hard labor was outlined in a book titled Criminocurology by Frederick Booth-Tucker, the SA’s commissioner in India until 1919.

Senior British officials considered management of settlements by missionary organizations as necessary for settling “criminal tribe” members at an affordable cost and for introducing a much-needed “human aspect” into the government’s official approach based on efficiency. Missionary organizations were allotted land and/or settlement buildings by the government and received funds for organizing supervision (often with the assistance of the local police) and education in the settlements. They were also supposed to provide a less evil way of dealing with “criminal tribes” than police constables who were often accused of harassing criminal tribe members (e.g. for small bribes). Soon after 1911 in Madras Presidency, the SA was recruited to manage some settlements where itinerant communities were interned. By the late 1920s, there were 3,707 settlers living in criminal tribe settlements managed by the SA in Madras Presidency. In addition to adopting Indian names and clothing, and a “cure-based” approach to criminology noted above, the Salvation Army’s soldiers and officers became known for their “zeal, dedication, and
parsimoniousness.” Perhaps because of their dedication and assumed Indianness, the SA’s officers felt that the “criminal” tribe members perceived their Christianity as an Indian religion, different from ordinary Christianity of the British in India. Despite the SA’s Indianization, and its own narrative of grand success in “reforming” the so-called criminal tribes, government documents from the early period (1911–1920) highlight several problems encountered in many “criminal settlements” run by the SA, ranging from bad management to inadequate finance to the lack of general progress. Different settlements were thus more or less successful in realizing their goals of containment of the “crims.”

To some members of the itinerant communities, often only two choices were available – go to the prison or to a settlement. Most chose the latter. Once interned, settlers were associated with the threat of punishment (imprisonment) if caught trying to escape. The actual enactment of a punishment on some of the settlers’ friends and relatives also served as an important warning. To these was added the threat of cancellation of a pass to leave the settlement for work or for visiting relatives, if a settler overstayed the duration of a previous leave.

In a few agricultural settlements, land was collectively cultivated. In others, each settler family was associated with a parcel of land. This responsibility of cultivating a parcel of land was consistent with the conviction among the British, since the nineteenth century, that sedentary village agriculture was the ideal model of Indian society. Mobility in an agricultural settlement was obviously not completely vanquished but rather it was contained, restricted to the path between home and farm, and between the farm and a market to sell the produce. In some settlements, wells were sunk and canals were built for irrigation purposes and bullocks were made available to the settlers on loans that they were required to pay back in small installments. Financial advances were offered to make cultivation and harvest possible, which had to be increased at some points due to unfavorable conditions such as
floods or droughts.\textsuperscript{68} Recovery of these financial advances and meeting the goal of economic self-sufficiency of settlements,\textsuperscript{69} upheld and pushed by most colonial government administrators, associated the settlers with hard agricultural labor which was accentuated by bad quality of land in many settlements (too dry or sandy to be suitable for cultivation).

Settlements were designed to control movements of criminal tribe members and to isolate them from other “respectable moral subjects” of British India. This segregation was achieved through entities such as walls or barbed-wire fences around settlements and watchmen on duty at night. For some settlements in north India (Aligarh and Najibabad), the government had allotted fortresses to the Salvation Army, pre-fitted with high walls and moats.\textsuperscript{70} In another settlement in Madras Presidency, a barbed-wire fence with steel posts, doubled with a thorny hedge, and powerful electric lamps replaced the walls and moats.\textsuperscript{71} Such material entities turned the settlements into striated spaces, while attempting to turn the settlers into disciplined inhabitants. The settlers’ collective association with these entities was, however, mediated by other programmatic elements that were differentially targeted. First, government officers and settlement administrators increasingly argued that criminality was not a collective hereditary feature of an itinerant community, but rather an attribute of some individuals who could be \textit{cured} by using methods such as hard labor and discipline in the settlements. Extending this view, a case was made to separate individuals classified as “incorrigibles,” who were viewed as unamenable to moral reclamation in the settlements, by sending them with their families to a place from where they could not make any escapes to conduct alleged criminal raids.\textsuperscript{72} Second, children (older than six years) of the criminal tribe members were to be separated from their parents to facilitate their combined literary and industrial education.\textsuperscript{73} Despite opposition from some quarters within the colonial administration such as the Jails Committee,\textsuperscript{74} many children were dispatched to boarding schools run by the Salvation Army (SA), away from the settlements in which their parents
lived. Some settlements, instead of dispatching children to boarding schools, raised them in a separate part of the settlement, only allowing them to see their parents during Sunday church activities. Associations with boarding schools and separate housing for children constituted programs that substituted earlier (and other) versions, while weakening the anti-program by making escape for settlers who had children much less interesting. Leaving their children behind was obviously not an option for most.

Children’s education was part of a broader project of everyday schooling undertaken by the SA. The aim of this project was to cultivate new moral and corporeal subjects out of the criminal tribe settlers – a transformation of mind, body, and soul – in order to ensure their adjustment into relatively sedentary existence. First, using knowledge provided by scientific anthropology, the settlers’ (assumed lack of) personal hygiene was problematized. Second, their attire was considered ragged and gaudy, their hair disheveled. In the settlements, the SA encouraged the adoption of soap and clean shirts and saris by the criminal tribe members, dissociating them from “bodily dirt” and “heavy unwashable” dresses of the past. For encouraging compliance with the SA’s ideas of tidiness, monetary prizes were offered to the most neatly dressed women in at least one large settlement (Stuartpuram), while passes to leave the settlement to go to the market were refused to those who did not comply. Settlers who sustained “neat” appearances and good behavior could earn certificates of good conduct. Such a certificate entitled a settler to a “free pass” to leave her settlement. These material actors were tied in with spiritual ones (with their own material components such as the bible and the “mercy seat”) rooted in the Salvation Army’s religious mission.

Proselytizing was central to the SA’s work in the settlements. It was deemed critical to the transformation of criminal tribe members’ subjectivities. Religious conversion brought the settlers into connection with other humans and nonhumans already enrolled into Christianity and dissociated them from religious idols and rituals of the past. Proselytizing
was also tied in with most other human and nonhuman participants in the program of action discussed above. First and foremost, the SA tied it in with the sedentary village by focusing their missionary activities around the establishment of spiritual halls. These halls made it possible to use an important material-spiritual entity called the “mercy seat,” “a bench at the front of the meeting hall, at which ‘persons anxious about their spiritual condition [were] invited to seek Salvation’ by kneeling and praying.”\(^ {80}\) Association with the mercy seat was accompanied by confessions.

Boarding schools had already facilitated the development of reading abilities among settler children, who could imbibe the messages of the bible without mediation from their parents.\(^ {81}\) To further promote this, bibles were sometimes given as prizes to children who were regarded as “best boy[s]” by fellow interns (for instance, at the Madras Industrial Home for boys).\(^ {82}\) Such ownerships of the bible came with early morning prayers and bible reading sessions (in Tamil and Telugu, based on translations) during which settlers were reminded of their duties of the day. But the bible was more (diversely) material than just a book with a crucial message for the settlers. It was variously a pillow on which a man dying from cholera wanted to rest his head, a beautiful thing to pore over for some, and a holy object to sanctify a Christian wedding among two settlers.\(^ {83}\) Conversion to Christianity also brought about association with appropriate gender roles of the Christian nuclear family,\(^ {84}\) and Christian names for newborn children.\(^ {85}\) At the same time, association with Christian morals and objects entailed dissociation from the idols of nomadic spirituality. Booth-Tucker, surely informed by colonial anthropology, claimed that the nomads practiced a religion of “demonolaters,” restricted “to efforts to appease offended spirits by sacrifices and devil worship of the crudest character.”\(^ {86}\) Older religious idols belonging to recent converts were destroyed in public rituals organized by the Salvation Army.\(^ {87}\)
The program of action to settle “criminal tribe” members documented above was differently realized in different settlements run by the Salvation Army. Some settlements were more successful than others in containing the nomadic and itinerant people. Some were argued to be more “prosperous” than others and, at least in one case (Stuartpuram), enrolled newer entities such as a railway station, a court, and police administered by the settlers themselves “in accordance with clan customs,” into the program of action. Other settlements were closed down because their designs and rules were thwarted too often by human and nonhuman inhabitants. Many itinerant settlers also attempted to realize their own anti-programs of flight.

**Flight**

The British programs (of containment) were never completely successful in subduing the settlers’ anti-programs (of flight) initially enunciated by “nomadic institutions” of mobility. The British achieved varying levels of compliance from the human subjects they attempted to contain. There were always nomads/itinerants who did not stay in the program, attempting instead to strengthen or build their very own anti-programs of flight. In the following, I focus on some entities associated into these anti-programs. These associations produced different variations of the anti-programs, and thus different realizations of mobility.

The first element in some anti-programs was in fact a direct consequence of the Criminal Tribes Act’s rule about interning entire communities. This allowed people with extended family connections, similar histories, and nomadic paths, to come together in one place. Oppression in the form of containment came also to be collectively experienced, fostering the development of a shared sentiment against it. Obviously some settlers managed to escape the settlements more often than others. Yet the experience of these “repeat absconders” was associated as something to be emulated by others who desired to escape.
To de-realize these programs of flight, settlement authorities classified repeat absconders as incorrigibles and removed them from the settlements.90

Borders between the British-administered Madras Presidency and the Nizam’s Hyderabad to its north, and those between Madras and the French-controlled Pondicherry, were associated into some anti-programs. By crossing over these borders into the Nizam’s territory or into French Pondicherry, “absconders” were able to avoid being caught by the British police and therefore stay mobile.91 Obviously, the same borders could contain the nomads’ mobility if the Nizam’s authorities (or the French) apprehended the “absconders” and handed them over to British territorial administrators.92

In many settlements entities associated into the British programs of action, such as land, also acted as constituent elements in the anti-programs of mobility of the settlers. Much of the land allotted to settlers was dry, sandy, rocky, swampy, or so-called “wasteland,” not suitable for cultivation of rice and many other grains.93 The remaining land that was (made) suitable for cultivation was often not enough to meet the needs of the settlers.94 Both the inadequacy and bad quality of land then aligned well with institutions of nomadic mobility. A range of unpredictable weather and health-related events sometimes acted in concert with poor land quality and quantity. For example, an epidemic outbreak of malaria that affected almost every inhabitant in a settlement led to bad harvests and eventually to the departure of all but seven settler families from the settlement.95

Finally, the nomads’ animals and technological artifacts were critical in escaping from the settlements and evading the police. By associating new technologies ushered in by colonial modernity, such as the railway and bicycles into the anti-programs, many criminal tribe members were able to increase their speed of movement.Caught on trains or riding bicycles by the authorities, they were accused of theft.96 Other settlers used “non-modern” technologies such as the bamboo ladder to escape from settlements housed in fortresses with
In addition to absconding, in at least a few settlements, settlers resisted internment by refusing to work or cooperate in any other way with the Salvation Army. Booth-Tucker documents this refusal to work in Sitanagaram settlement of Madras Presidency from where the settlers (“men, women and children”) were sent to work in neighboring stone quarries. He also notes the acts of resistance waged by the settlers’ animals who refused to carry stone even though they “had been accustomed to carry heavy loads of salt.” When loaded with stone, they would sit down and shake off their load. Animals accustomed to nomadic smooth spaces thus refused to move through the striated spaces into which they had been pushed.

**Conclusion**

I have argued that differentiated mobilities and containment of the “criminal tribes” in colonial south India were co-constituted as immanent gatherings of specific human and nonhuman actors that were (collaboratively) entangled with each other. Nonhumans did more than just provide the material moorings that made (im)mobilities possible, they co-constituted mobilities and containment as historical actors in ways that were irreducibly different from the effects produced by other human and nonhuman actors in the gatherings. I also attempted to demonstrate how multiple variations of (im)mobility were realized in and through different programs of action that were gradually assembled by associating different material (including corporeal) and symbolic entities. Some of these gatherings were eventually more persuasive than others in containing or mobilizing the “criminal tribe” members and in producing new moral and settled subjectivities.

All gatherings (as programs and anti-programs) were hybrid collectives not only because they brought humans and nonhumans together, but also because they entangled a wide range of entities with each other. These entities included colonial trains, bibles, and
churches; and colonial nomadic institutions, bamboo ladders, and uncultivated lands. Often, the same entities (such as the lands and rules of collective containment) participated in a gathering of mobility as well as in a gathering of containment, producing different effects in each gathering. Different configurations of overlapping gatherings (of containment and flight) were thus arrived at through open-ended processes that tied the heterogeneous entities together in unpredictable ways, without respecting any boundaries between what was ushered in by colonial modernity and what may have been considered “primitive” or “traditional.” Such hybridity was clearly observed in the “Indianization” of the Salvation Army’s European officers and the translation of the Bible into Tamil, as well as in the adoption of Christianity by the settlers.

Now to issues not adequately addressed in the article. I have not done justice to the multiple variations of (im)mobility which were realized starting from the same “initial” enunciations, especially in/as anti-programs of flight. Thus, the narrative of anti-programmatic mobility of the absconding settlers needs to delve more deeply into the socio-materiality of their “subaltern” mobility practices.

Finally, although the adaptation of Latour’s theoretical arguments allowed me to document the collaborative co-production of mobilities and containment, it may have imposed an important limitation. In composing a narrative that has refused the charm of grand structural explanations relying on “productivist” dialectics between mobility and immobility, I may have marginalized the massive criminal injustice committed by colonizing agencies against people they classified and interned as “criminal tribes.” In my narrative, explanations applied only to their specific local socio-political situation and domination was never absolute or permanent. How does such a narrative of contingent multiplicity allow one to approach (historical) justice? Can justice also multiply and find its moorings in many different and shifting localities as well as trajectories, no matter how fragile or uncertain they
might be? These are perhaps some of the challenges that must be confronted in order to materialize rooted justices for mobile time-spaces.
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